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Secure Computation
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Alice and Bob

.. have private inputs

.. want to jointly compute a function

.. reveal the output and nothing more
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Secure 2PC setting in this talk

Yao’s garbled circuits: Constant round

Passive security

Concrete efficiency
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1 Bandwidth – bottleneck?

Computation time has significantly reduced due to

 Circuit optimizations

 Hardware support for cryptography

2PC based on garbled circuits have reached the

theoretical lower bound [ZRE15]

Bandwidth is believed to be the main bottleneck

Bandwidth is underutilized.

TCP sockets are used in all

 secure computation implementations

 network settings
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2 Why not use other transport protocols?

Hard to integrate transport protocols to the application

One-size does not fit all

Depends on

 Circuit size

 Size of inputs

 Network conditions
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3 The problem with evaluations

Do not reflect real world complexities

Performance measured in ideal settings

Extra work to setup realistic evaluation testbed
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Transputation Framework
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Transputation Framework
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Automates the usage and integration of transport layer protocols into 

secure computation implementations.

Modular design

 Separates program logic from network code

 Allows extension with other secure computation protocols

 Easy to extend with new transport protocols



2PC Layer

PRF assumption [GLNP15]

 4-2 Garbled-row-reduction + XOR-1

Circular related key assumption [ZRE15]

 Free-XOR + Half-gates

 Ideal cipher assumption [BHKR13]

 Fixed-Key AES + Free-XOR + Half-gates

Garbled circuit size in MB
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Transport Layer: Basics

End-to-end communication between the 

applications on different hosts

Sender: Segments data received from the 

application

Receiver: Reassembles segments into 

messages
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Transport Layer

Principles

Reliability

Flow control

Congestion control

Fairness
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Protocol selection

Latency

Bandwidth

Packet Loss



Transport Layer Protocols

TCP

 Reliable but poor bandwidth utilization

 Reacts on packet-level events (ACK)

 Transmission rate controlled with additive increase multiplicative 

decrease (AIMD) algorithm

UDP

 Unreliable
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Transport Layer Protocols 

UDT

 UDP-based data transfer protocol

 Reliability added at the application layer

 Timer-based congestion control

 Loss indicated with Negative ACK (NACK)

 Uses Decreasing AIMD algorithm.
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Evaluation Testbed

Distributed evaluation setup tailored for 2PC

Supports various transport protocols

Allows 2PC developers to perform real life evaluations
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Evaluations:

Latency
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Evaluations:

Packet loss
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Evaluations:

Bandwidth
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Evaluation results
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Garbled circuit size
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Comparison for different assumptions
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Future Work

Active security

MPC

Custom transport protocol for specific applications
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CRISP is a joint project of

Thank you
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